
CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 Jacobs and Roberts in Fiction; An Introduction to Reading and Writing classify literary 

work in three main genres (1989:2). There are prose fiction including (novels, short stories, 

myths, parables, romances and epics), poetry and drama. Although those kind of literary works 

have much kind of common characteristics, they are also different in many ways.  

 Novel is one of the literary works. Novel is one of the modern fictions in literature 

(Roberts and Jacobs, p.52). It was firstly created in 1917 and replacing the others kind of 

extended narrative due to its ability to present the characters in realistic setting and depth 

development (Kirszner and Mandell, p.39). There are several elements existed in the novel; there 

were plots; characters; setting; point of view; style; tone; language; symbol; allegory; and theme. 

 John Grisham’s  A Time to Kill  was written in 1989. The story was about a trial of Carl 

Lee Harley as an African- American black man who killed Billy Ray Cobb and Pete Willard who 

raped his daughter.  

 The reason why the writer chose John Grisham’s  A Timeto Kill  was there were no other 

people conducted an analysis about Jake Brigance’s motives using Sigmund Freud’s 

psychological approach. 

 Such as in this novel, there were conflicts experienced by the characters which delivered 

threats. Jake Brigance as one of the characters faced those threats within himself and society.  As 

a lawyer, he experienced inner conflicts between desire and duty. Meanwhile, Jack had to face 

with contradiction conflict from the opposite group.  

 Thinking about the dedication of Jake, it was not just a responsibility of a loyal lawyer 

toward the suspects, but more than it, there were other matters that could be the reasons. The 



writer assumed that Jake Brigance had a big motive behind the biggest struggle to win Carl lee 

Harley’s case along his lawyer carrier at the times. Psychologically, the writer also believed that 

the encouraging of his dedication to win the trial was motivated by an ago desire. The question to 

know whetherwas the ago which as an unconscious desire of Jake which became a big motive 

that influenced his personality and behavior within the trial. And in order to arrange and solve 

the internal threats that were caused by his unconscious desire, there are types of mechanism 

defense that can be used as tactics by Jake.  

 As Sigmund Freud believed, everything you do is motivated by inner unconscious forces. 

He noticed that people are extremely sensitive to threats to their ago or to their self-esteem. 

Threatis person or thing that is regarded as dangerous or likely to inflict pain or misery. They 

will do almost anything to avoid, escape, or shield themselves from the anxiety elicited by these 

threats. Some people will be motivated by condition of being in danger or at risk: under threat of 

attack from external or internal world.Internal and external factors that stimulate desire and 

energy in people to be continually interested and committed to a job, role or subject, or to make 

an effort to attain a goal. 

  

Despite of that there weresome critical approaches that can be used toward this 

study,psychological approach was also matches to this literary work.For the maximally writing 

of this research paper and coming from the other supporting theory, the writer decided to use the 

theory of Freud’s psychologicaltoward this literary work.  

 The main purpose of this study was to analyze the motives of the lawyer behind the trial. 

Therefore, the writer only focus on the describing of Jake Brigance’s unconscious desires as the 



motives, thus the readers can be directed to gain a better understanding toward the Jake 

Brigance’smotives. 

 In order to complete this research paper, there will be a description of Jake Brigance’s 

threats, describing of Jake Brigance unconscious desire and an explanation about the Jake 

Brigance’s motive behind the trial. 

 Nevertheless, the readers can find out the truly Brigance’s desires in handling Carl Lee 

Harley’s criminal case as a pure duty of a professional attorney.Through Freud’s psychological 

approach, the writer would like to prove that Jake Brigance was motivated by some unconscious 

desires such as money and fame in winning the trial. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


